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A B S T R A C T

Extreme rainfall does not occur in spatial isolation. Rainfall occurs in a region, and within that region nearby
locations are likely to experience similar impacts due to spatial dependence. While univariate extreme value
models provide the easiest statistical modelling approach to rainfall extremes, practitioners and researchers
adopting statistical models without spatial dependence are liable to underestimate potential impacts. To minimise
the adverse impacts of extreme rainfall, an understanding of the extreme precipitation field is required. To
highlight how a spatial model with dependence compares with univariate models of extremes, a max-stable model
is fitted to the daily annual maximum rainfall in a case study region of South East Queensland, Australia. This case
study region was selected as it can be used to illustrate how climate drivers, such as El Ni~no Southern Oscillation
(ENSO), can affect the extreme precipitation field and subsequently the distribution of spatial random variables.
In adopting a max-stable model it is possible to produce simulations of the daily annual maximum rainfall field.
These simulations can be used to inform urban planning strategies. This includes showing that the probability of a
historical flash flood occurring was much higher given the strong La Ni~na phase of ENSO compared with an El
Ni~no phase. The results presented aim to shift the dialogue from a univariate discussion to a discussion about how
models of spatial extremes with dependence can be used to better understand the probability of extreme rainfall
events and account for the influence of ENSO.
1. Introduction

Extreme rainfall can cause major societal impacts, including; flash
flooding, crop destruction, loss of life and infrastructure damage. To
mitigate these potential consequences, an understanding is needed of
how extreme rainfall will impact a region, not just a single point location.
This requires modelling of the extreme precipitation field.

The development of spatial-temporal statistical models for extreme
rainfall applications is a growing area of research (Thibaud et al., 2013;
Zheng et al., 2015; De Fondeville and Davison, 2016). However, within
the climate and engineering literature the analysis still frequently has a
univariate focus (Westra et al., 2013; Jakob and Walland, 2016; Yilmaz
et al., 2017), where spatial relationships and dependence are ignored. For
improved urban planning and to ensure our communities are resilient
against extreme rainfall, the analysis needs to shift away from univariate
extremes. Max-stable processes provide the natural extension from
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univariate extreme value theory to dependent extremes in continuous
space. Examples of their application for modelling precipitation extremes
include: summer maximal daily rainfall in Switzerland (Davison et al.,
2012), autumnal maximal daily rainfall in France (Bechler et al., 2015)
and drought in Rwanda, Africa (Oesting and Stein, 2017).

An advantage of using a max-stable model is that the dependence of
spatial extremes is captured, and consequently it is possible to produce
accurate simulations of an extreme rainfall field. Accurate simulations
are a key tool as aggregate measures of the extreme rainfall field, such as
the total extreme rainfall or maximum rainfall in a region, are intractable
analytically. If the primary concern were modelling the marginal distri-
butions, there are other simpler spatial models we could use. Examples
include: spatial GEV models (Buishand, 1991), kriging as applied to
quantiles (Aryal et al., 2009) or latent variable models (Cooley et al.,
2007). Thesemodels leverage space to improve uponmarginal parameter
estimates and have more flexible methods for fitting. However, a
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consequence of this flexibility is that necessary simplifying assumptions
are made at the cost of capturing spatial dependence. Another alternative
is provided by copula models (Sang and Gelfand, 2010; Sun et al., 2014).
These models are better at capturing spatial dependence than the
aforementioned models, but they lack the max-stable property and
consequent asymptotic justification. In this paper, we demonstrate that
max-stable models, despite their perceived complexity compared with
univariate and other spatial models, provide a useful tool for climate
scientists and engineers to analyse rainfall extremes.

Max-stable processes can also be used to understand how climate
drivers, such as El Ni~no Southern Oscillation (ENSO), can affect the
extreme precipitation field. They have been used to examine the influ-
ence of ENSO on rainfall extremes in California, USA (Shang et al., 2011,
2015), Poyang Lake basin, China (Zhang et al., 2014) and Eastern
Australia (Westra and Sisson, 2011). Utilising spatial models to detect a
significant influence of ENSO on the distribution of rainfall extremes is
often needed, as in a univariate setting the length of available observa-
tional data is often insufficient (Westra and Sisson, 2011).

In Australia, there has been little research into quantifying the in-
fluence of ENSO on the distribution of rainfall extremes (Kiem et al.,
2003; Min et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2014). Falsely assuming a stationary
climate or underestimating the influence of ENSOmay therefore result in
insufficient design standards, particularly for a strong La Ni~na phase. The
La Ni~na phase of ENSO is known to be associated with cooler tempera-
tures and wetter conditions along the Eastern Australian coast (Risbey
et al., 2009). This is in contrast to the El Ni~no phase of ENSO which is
associated with hotter and drier conditions. In Eastern Australia, the
influence of ENSO on rainfall totals and extremes is also suspected to be
asymmetric; meaning that La Ni~na has a greater impact on the distribu-
tion of rainfall extremes than El Ni~no (Cai et al., 2010; King et al., 2013a;
Sun et al., 2014).

Motivated to understand how ENSO can affect the extreme precipi-
tation field, we have selected a case study region of South East Queens-
land (SEQ) (Fig. 1). Historically the SEQ region has been severely
impacted by extreme rainfall and flooding. For example in January 2011,
there was a record flash flood in Toowoomba and the nearby Lockyer
Valley, the entire SEQ region was affected by flooding, a total of 33 lives
were lost, and the insurance bill was in the order of billions of dollars
(Queensland Floods Commission of Inquiry, 2012). ENSO was also in a
strong La Ni~na phase during this period. Given the socio-economic im-
pacts of the 2011 flooding, questions were raised about the effectiveness
of disaster mitigation strategies and the region has received much
attention in the literature (Van den Honert and McAneney, 2011; Cai and
Rensch, 2012; Brodie, 2013; King et al., 2013c; Sun et al., 2014).

In this paper, we demonstrate how max-stable models can be used to
Fig. 1. Elevation map of South East Queensland
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improve our understanding of the probability of extreme rainfall and
consequently urban planning. This includes highlighting the need for
mitigation strategies to account for the influence of ENSO on the distri-
bution of extreme rainfall. Using the fraction of attributable risk (Stone
and Allen, 2005), we quantify the effect of ENSO on the spatial distri-
bution of rainfall extremes in the case study site by comparing spatial
distributions under different ENSO conditions. We also show that the
univariate distribution does not provide a suitable approximation for the
spatial distribution with dependence, even for small domains.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the data
sources used in this study. Section 3 introduces the necessary extreme
value theory, including the max-stable process definition and brief
introduction to simulation. Section 4 gives the results from the fitted
model, including model validation and simulations from our fitted max-
stable process.

2. Data

2.1. Annual maxima data

In the region of interest, there are 957 Bureau of Meteorology sta-
tions. Of these, 196 had a minimum of 50 years of daily observations and
had records that were at least 90% complete. The annual maximum
rainfall were taken for these 196 stations for the period 1910–2014, over
12 month blocks from July to June the following year. The year 2010
therefore refers to July 2010–June 2011. Adopting a non-calendar block
ensures that the SEQ wet season is not split in two and we capture the
peak in the strength of ENSO; which generally occurs at the end of the
calendar year (Rasmusson and Carpenter, 1982).

Annual maxima observations were treated as missing if more than 5%
of the year's observational record was missing. This reduces the proba-
bility that the true maximum was unobserved. However, the annual
maximum was retained regardless of the missing data, if the date of the
observation was the same as the date of the annual maximum at a
neighbouring station with similar rainfall patterns. This condition
allowed for a stricter constraint on the amount of allowable missing data
compared with other studies (eg. Haylock et al., 2000), without unnec-
essarily discarding true maxima observations. After examining records
for missing data, stations were discarded for records that did not have a
minimum of 45 years of annual maxima observations.

Prior to model fitting the marginal distributions were tested to ensure
a generalised extreme value (GEV) distribution was appropriate. One
check was performed by visualising the annual maxima data using a
probability plot (Fig. 2). A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was also performed,
where the critical value for each station was determined through a
. The major cities of the region are marked.



Fig. 2. Probability plot of 50 randomly selected stations and their fitted GEV distributions.
These stations passed quality assurance testing.

Fig. 3. Station locations in South East Queensland. Large cities are marked for reference.
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bootstrap resampling; see Zhang et al. (2014).
2.2. Quality control

We use the Bureau of Meteorology's raw station data instead of the
high quality station data in the Bureau of Meteorology's Climate Change
Network (Lavery et al., 1992). Although the Climate Change Network is
commonly used in studies of extreme rainfall (Suppiah and Hennessy,
1998; Gallant et al., 2007), it was not suited to our application. There are
only five of the 152 stations in our region of interest. This is insufficient
to accurately estimate the dependence parameters of the model. The
locations of these stations are also not representative of the region's
complex topography.

Additionally, the quality assurance of the stations in the Climate
Change Network was not specific to the analysis of extremes. The dataset
was not examined for when multiple days of rainfall are recorded as a
single observation, known as an untagged accumulation (Viney and
Bates, 2004; King et al., 2013b). This is a concern as untagged accumu-
lations can present as spurious maxima. Stations were also discarded for
reasons that bear no relevance to the quality of the extremal observa-
tions, such as under reporting of small values or for rounding errors.

Given these concerns we performed our own quality control. For the
196 stations with records of appropriate length and completeness,
reconstruction was performed to help reduce the amount of missing data
and quantiles of annual maxima were compared with observations at
neighbouring stations, see Vicente-Serrano et al. (2010) for details. Fre-
quency based statistical tests from Viney and Bates (2004) and King et al.
(2013b) were also performed to identify untagged accumulations. In
total, 15 of the 196 stations were considered unsuitable, as more than 5%
of the annual maxima observations failed the quality control. See Table 3
in the Appendix A for the number of observations discarded per station.
The locations of the 174 stations considered of suitable length and
quality are shown in Fig. 3.
2.3. Covariate data

To consider the influence of ENSO on the distribution of extremes, the
Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) was included as a covariate. The SOI is
calculated using the normalised pressure difference between Tahiti and
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Darwin and can be used as a measure of the strength of ENSO. Sustained
SOI values above 8 indicate a La Ni~na phase and sustained SOI values
below �8 indicate an El Ni~no phase (Bureau of Meteorology, 2012).
Despite the fact there are three phases of ENSO; El Ni~no, Neutral and La
Ni~na, in our modelling, the asymmetry was modelled by splitting the SOI
index into its positive and negative values. This is common in many
studies (Cai et al., 2010; King et al., 2013a).

Monthly data for the SOI was obtained from the Australian Bureau of
Meteorology. For max-stable models temporal covariates are often taken
to be aggregated value for each period. For this application, the average
annual SOI value was taken over the July to June period.

Spatial covariates considered included longitude, latitude, elevation,
distance to the coast and average annual total rainfall. Longitude, latitude
and elevation were obtained from station meta data. The distance to the
coast was calculated using the coastal outline stored in the freely avail-
able R package, Oz (Venables and Hornik, 2014). The covariate of
average annual total rainfall was calculated from station records. At lo-
cations without stations, the average annual total rainfall was calculated
using the Australian Water Availability project; a gridded data product at
a 5 km resolution (Jones et al., 2009).

3. Methods

3.1. Max-stable processes

For our application of extreme rainfall, we are interested in using
max-stable processes: the natural extension of univariate extreme value
theory to extremes in continuous space with dependence. A process ZðxÞ,
where x 2 X ⊂ℝ2, is a max-stable process, if there exist normalising se-
quences, fanðxÞ> 0g and fbnðxÞg 2 ℝ, such that

ZðxÞ¼d lim
n→∞

maxni¼1ZiðxÞ � bnðxÞ
anðxÞ ; x 2 X : (1)

The univariate marginals of the max-stable process belong to the
generalised extreme value (GEV) family (eg. Coles, 2001):

ℙðZðxÞ � zÞ ¼ exp

(
�
�
1þ ξðxÞ

�
z� μðxÞ
σðxÞ

���1=ξðxÞ

þ

)
; (2)

where ½a�þ ¼ maxða;0Þ for a real number a, the location parameter is
�∞< μ<∞, the scale parameter is σ >0 and the shape parameter is
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�∞< ξ<∞. We refer to this distribution as GEVðμ; σ; ξÞ. For the
remainder of Section 3 and Appendix B, it is convenient to assume
without loss of generality that the univariate margins are distributed
as GEV(1,1,1).

Max-stable processes can be written as a spectral representation (De
Haan, 1984; Schlather, 2002). Let fζigi�1 be points of a Poisson process

on ð0;∞Þ with intensity measure ζ�2dζ, and let Yi, i � 1 be independent
and identically distributed according to some probability measure with
EYiðxÞ ¼ 1; ∀x 2 X , then

ZðxÞ ¼ max
i�1

ζiYiðxÞ; x 2 X : (3)

The form of the spectral representation is determined by choosing a
suitable process for YðxÞ. Common spectral representations include
Smith (1990), Schlather (2002), Brown-Resnick (Brown and Resnick,
1977; Kabluchko et al., 2009) and the extremal-t (Opitz, 2013). The
Schlather process is a special case of the extremal-t process and the Smith
process is a special case of the Brown-Resnick process. Model selection
was used to decide between the extremal-t and the Brown-Resnick, with
the extremal-t selected. Details on the extremal-t process are given in
Appendix B.
3.2. Fitting

The full likelihood for max-stable processes is intractable, so statis-
tical inference for max-stable processes is commonly performed using
composite likelihood (Padoan et al., 2010). Compared with maximum
likelihood methods, the use of composite or pairwise likelihood avoids
the need for the full density by using the bivariate density and summing
over pairs of stations (Varin et al., 2011). Although the full density is not
used, the parameter estimates produced are still robust (White, 1982).
The composite likelihood is given by

ℓP ðθ; zÞ ¼
X
i< j

X
n¼1

Nij

log f
�
zðiÞn ; zðjÞn ; θ

�
; (4)

where f is the bivariate extreme value density for the pair of stations, i
and j, and Nij is the number of shared observations at stations i and j.
Composite likelihood is not restricted to just pairs of stations, it is also
possible to use other multivariate densities. However, the efficiency gain
versus computational cost has been found to be small when using tri-
variate densities (Genton et al., 2011; Huser and Davison, 2013).

To fit the extremal-t process, the R package, SpatialExtremes (Ribatet,
2015), was used. To ensure the parsimony of our fitted model, the
Fig. 4. The plot shows the nonlinear relation between the univariate location parameter,
μ, and the distance from the station to the coast. Points are coloured by station elevation.
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marginal parameters are expressed as linear functions of space and time,
also known as fitting a response surface. Model selection was performed
using forward selection and the Takeuchi Information Criterion (TIC)
(Varin and Vidoni, 2005). The TIC is an analogue of the Akiake Infor-
mation Criterion for composite likelihood methods. During fitting, the
GEV marginal parameters and dependence parameters were estimated
simultaneously.

3.3. Simulation

Simulation is an important tool for using max-stable processes in
extreme rainfall applications. Simulation allows for the estimation of the
spatial distributions of extreme events that would otherwise be intrac-
table, such as the distribution of total annual maximum rainfall. The
challenge with simulating from a max-stable process however, is that the
maximum is taken over an infinite number of replicates of the underlying
process. This can be addressed by simulating from the spectral repre-
sentation in a suitable order until a stopping criterion is met, so only a
finite number of iterations are required. A full mathematical description
of max-stable simulation can be found in Schlather (2002) and Oesting
et al. (2013).

For our application, we also use conditional simulations (Dombry
et al., 2012) to simulate realisations of extreme rainfall fields conditional
on observed station data. Conditional simulation from a max-stable
process can be done using a three step procedure (Dombry et al.,
2013). The first step involves partitioning the conditional points based on
whether the conditional points were observed concurrently. The second
step involves simulating the extremal functions that hit the conditional
points. The third step involves simulating the sub-extremal functions that
are less than the conditional points, but might contribute to the extrema
at other locations.

4. Results

4.1. Model selection

An exploratory data analysis was performed where univariate GEV(μ,
σ, ξ) distributions were fitted to the station data, ignoring ENSO. The GEV
parameters were then plotted as functions of space. In using the denser
network of stations, nonlinearity was clearly identified in the response of
the location and scale parameter as a function of the distance of the
station to the coast (Fig. 4). There was also heteroskedasticity present,
because the variance in parameter estimates increased closer to the coast.
Upon closer inspection of the topography (Fig. 1), the nonlinearity was
due to interactions between the coastline and the inland orography, and
the heteroskedasticity was due to elevation changes in the coastal
topography.

To express the marginal parameters as simple linear functions of
space a covariate was included of the average annual total rainfall
recorded at each station. The inclusion of this covariate addressed the
nonlinearity and heteroskedasticity similarly to the inclusion of a nor-
malisation term. Using aggregated historical information about the sta-
tion is a commonly employed technique in hydrological studies (Cooley
et al., 2007).

Model fitting was performed using composite likelihood. A trade-off
exists between goodness of fit and computational complexity when
using compositie likelihood methods. This is because the sum is taken
over observational pairs and as the number of pairs grows large, fitting
becomes computationally intenstive. For model fitting we used a random
sample of 58 stations, one third of all stations available. Pairs with less
than 30 years of common observations were omitted to ensure a suffi-
cient amount of overlapping observational years. The resulting number
of pairs provided a suitable balance between goodness of fit and
computational time needed for model selection. The sampled stations
and their associated pairs also provided a good coverage of the domain
and the range of possible distances between pairs of stations. The
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remaining stations were then used in validation, see Section 4.2.
For the response surface the following geographic covariates were

considered; latitude, elevation, distance to the coast, average annual total
rainfall and their associated interaction terms. Longitude was not
considered as it was highly correlated with the distance to the coast over
this domain. Four different forms of SOI responses for temporal cova-
riates were also considered; no response, symmetric, asymmetric and
one-sided asymmetric (Sun et al., 2015). The temporal regression forms
are given in Table 1. The form of the asymmetric model presented here
avoids the discontinuity at zero present in many studies of the asymmetry
of ENSO (King et al., 2013a; Cai et al., 2010). The inclusion of temporal
covariates was considered for just the location parameter and for both the
location and scale parameters.

For the response surface, geographic covariates were determined first
using forward selection, and then the temporal covariates were consid-
ered. The final form of the response surface determined through model
selection was

μðDist;Total; SOIÞ ¼ βμ0 þ βμ1Distþ βμ2Totalþ βμ3Dist⋅Total

þ βμ4SOI⋅IðSOI> 0Þ (5)

σðDist;Total; SOIÞ ¼ βσ0 þ βσ1Distþ βσ2Totalþ βσ3Dist⋅Total

þ βσ4SOI⋅IðSOI> 0Þ (6)

ξ ¼ βξ0 (7)

where Dist is the distance of the station to the coast in km, Total is the
average annual total rainfall (mm) and SOI is the annually averaged
Southern Oscillation Index. Model selection revealed that a constant
shape parameter across the domain was preferred. A one-sided asym-
metric model for both location and scale parameters best represented the
influence of ENSO on rainfall extremes.
4.2. Model validation

Stations omitted from model fitting were used to produce standard
diagnostic plots. For marginal diagnostic plots, quantile plots with
bootstrapped confidence intervals were produced, Fig. 5. To plot all
annual maxima observations on the same axes, the annual maxima ob-
servations were transformed from GEVðμðs; tÞ; σðs; tÞ; ξÞ to
GEVðμðsÞ; σðsÞ; ξÞ using the estimated temporal coefficients. Observations
are shaded by the sign of the SOI for the corresponding year.

For joint distribution diagnostic plots, the observed maxima at pairs
of stations were plotted against the maxima simulated from our fitted
model, Fig. 6. Confidence intervals were obtained from simulation.
Gumbel marginals, GEVð0; 1;0Þ, were used so that the joint distributions
could be compared on the same scale. The joint diagnostic plots of Fig. 6
are provided for station pairs at a range of distances. This ensures that the
fitted statistical model resolves rainfall behaviour for small, medium and
large distances.

Diagnostic plots for dependence were also produced using the
extremal coefficient, θðhÞ, which is a measure of partial dependence. For
details on the extremal coefficient see equation (12), Appendix B. The
extremal coefficient calculated from the fitted parameters of the max-
Table 1
Temporal regression forms used for model selection. The subscript t refers to temporal
coefficients.

Symmetric
μðSOIÞ ¼ βμt SOI σðSOIÞ ¼ βσt SOI
Asymmetric
μðSOIÞ ¼ βμt1

SOI⋅IðSOI>0Þ þ βμt2
SOI σðSOIÞ ¼ βσt1 SOI⋅IðSOI>0Þ þ βσt2 SOI

One sided asymmetric
μðSOIÞ ¼ βμt SOI⋅IðSOI>0Þ σðSOIÞ ¼ βσt SOI⋅IðSOI>0Þ
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stable model was compared to the empirical estimates from the sta-
tions omitted from fitting, Fig. 7. Empirical estimates were obtained from
the F-madogram, an analogue of the semi-variogram for extremes
(Cooley et al., 2006). Although the theoretical range of the extremal
coefficient is 1 � θðhÞ � 2, it is possible for the empirical estimate to take
values above 2. The plot shows that the fitted model does well at
capturing the dependence of stations in the region, particularly given that
the comparison is with stations omitted from fitting.

4.3. Spatial distributions for urban planning applications

As the model selection revealed, the distribution of extreme rainfall in
South East Queensland is conditional on the state of ENSO. To motivate
the need for spatial models with dependence as compared with univar-
iate models, in this section we present simulated results conditional on a
negative SOI value. A negative SOI value is reflective of the state of the
model in an El Ni~no phase. To understand how ENSO impacts the spatial
distributions of rainfall extremes in the following sections we contrast
these simulated results with simulations conditional on a strong La
Ni~na phase.

Simulations of the annual maximum rainfall field from the fitted max-
stable process are depicted in Fig. 8. These simulations were performed
on a 100� 100 resolution grid. These realisations of the process high-
light random differences from year to year in annual maximum rainfall
amounts and in the patterns of spatial dependence. Simulations such as
those in Fig. 8 are currently underutilised for practical applications, such
as for disaster mitigation, rainfall inputs to flood models and to supple-
ment physical climate models.

To give an example of how simulations from a max-stable process can
be used for disaster mitigation, we simulated 104 realisations of the
annual maxima rainfall field within a 5 km radius of the Brisbane central
business district. Brisbane is the state capital of Queensland, (153.03,
�27.47). These simulations were performed using 276 gridded points to
resolve the 5 km radius domain. From the simulations, we estimated the
empirical cumulative distribution of the maximum rainfall observed
across the domain (Fig. 9). To demonstrate the effect of spatial depen-
dence we considered the maximum annual rainfall simulated in the
domain at radiuses of 1 km, 2.5 km and 5 km. This was compared with
the marginal distribution for Brisbane from our fitted max-stable pro-
cess (Fig. 9).

We empirically estimated the exceedance level, z, for an maximum
rainfall above the 95th quantile

ℙ½ZðxÞ � z� ¼ 0:95: (8)

For a 1 km, 2.5 km and 5 km radius the exceedance levels are 210 mm,
230 mm and 251 mm respectively. This is in contrast to 188 mm for the
marginal distribution at Brisbane, or equivalently 0 km radius. The
differences in the distributions of Fig. 9 highlight that spatial distribu-
tions with dependence are needed to fully understand the probability of
extreme rainfall events and to mitigate their potential impacts. Consider
for example the application of urban drainage. If the marginal distribu-
tion at Brisbane was used to estimate drainage capacities in the CBD, then
these drainage capacities would be insufficient for the annual maximum
rainfall event observed in the domain. Underestimation of this event
could result in drain failure and urban flooding. For example, if we use
the marginal distribution at Brisbane to approximate a 1 km radius
domain then we underestimate the 95th quantile by 10%. For a 5 km
radius, the percentage underestimated increases to 25%.

4.4. The influence of ENSO on the spatial distribution of rainfall extremes

To investigate the impact of ENSO on our simulated process, we
conditioned our simulations on two different SOI values; one a negative
SOI value and the other a SOI value of 18. The negative SOI value is
reflective of a year under El Ni~no conditions. The SOI value of 18 is



Fig. 5. Marginal diagnostic plots showing observed and simulated quantiles. The 95% simulated confidence intervals are shaded.

Fig. 6. Diagnostic plots showing the observed and simulated maxima at pairs of sites. The 95% simulated bootstrapped confidence intervals are shaded. The h value on each plot gives the
distance between the two stations.
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reflective of a strong La Ni~na year, chosen to be the same magnitude as
the SOI value for the non-calendar year, 2010–2011. To compare the
distribution of a random variable X conditional on different values of SOI,
we used the fraction of attributable risk (FAR)

FARðxÞ ¼ 1� PrðX > x j SOI � 0Þ
PrðX > x j SOI ¼ 18Þ : (9)

If there is no difference in the distributions of X conditional on different
22
SOI values then the FAR value is zero, reflecting no increased risk. In
contrast, if the ratio of tail probabilities becomes small and positive then
the FAR value will increase, reflecting a much higher risk conditional on
an SOI value of 18, compared with an negative SOI value.

Fig. 10 gives the FAR plots for the distributions described in Fig. 9. We
observe that during a year where the average SOI value is 18 that the
probability of experiencing a given extreme rainfall event is much higher
compared with negative SOI year. For example, a maximum rainfall
exceeding the 95th quantile in the 1 km radius domain is 65.3% more



Fig. 7. Plot of the extremal coefficient for a given distance in kilometres. The points are
the empirical estimates from the stations omitted during fitting and the line shows
extremal coefficient estimated from the fitted parametric model.
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likely under the strong La Ni~na conditions. Similarly, for the other ra-
diuses of 2.5 km and 5 km, the FAR values are 67.2% and 67.8%
respectively. As the probability of exceedance decreases and fewer sim-
ulations occur above a given exceedance level, the variability in the FAR
estimator increases.
4.5. Understanding historical flash flooding through conditional
simulations

In this section, we further demonstrate how we can use simulation as
Fig. 8. Simulations of the annual maximum ra
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a tool for disaster mitigation. We used conditional simulations to inves-
tigate the extreme rainfall and consequent flash-flooding in Toowoomba,
(151.95,�27.56), on 11th of January 2011. This event occurred during a
strong La Ni~na year with an average SOI of 18. To understand the severity
of these flash floods we answered the two questions: (i) If we experience a
similar magnitude La Ni~na year again, how likely are we to observe this
event; and (ii) How likely is this event to occur in an El Ni~no or a neutral
phase of ENSO?

Conditional simulations were performed on a domain of approxi-
mately 20 km� 20 km squared centred on Toowoomba, resolved using a
20� 20 grid. Within the gridded domain there are five stations with
suitable conditional observations: 180.8 mm at Withcott, 82.4 mm at
Moyala, 123.4 mm at Toowoomba Airport, 149.6 mm at Middle Ridge
and 143.2 mm at Mt Kynoch. For each of these stations, the annual
maximum was observed on January 11th 2011. The dates of the maxima
are important, as conditional observations occurring concurrently indi-
cate that the observations are all a part of the same extremal function
(Stephenson and Tawn, 2005). Tamba station also had an observation for
the period of interest, however it was aggregated over 4 days. This
aggregated total was within 1 mm of the aggregated total at Mt Kynoch
over the same period. Given the similarity in the observational records,
see Table 2, we assumed the observations at Tambawere equal to those at
Mt Kynoch. Otherwise the northern boundary of our domain was un-
constrained, leading to a greater the variability in simulated results.

To understand the severity of the 2011 Toowoomba flash flood we
simulated 2� 104 realisations of the annual maximum rainfall field. Of
these simulations, 104 were conditional on the 2010–2011 station data
and 104 realisations were without the conditional station data. All sim-
ulations were conditional on an SOI value of 18, approximately the same
SOI magnitude for the 2010–2011 non-calendar year. By comparing
simulations with and without the conditional station data, we can better
understand the probability of witnessing an event of this magnitude
infall field conditional on a negative SOI.



Fig. 9. Tail distributions for the maximum annual maximum rainfall simulated around the Brisbane CBD for a given radius domain. The solid line is the marginal distribution at Brisbane
calculated from our fitted max-stable process. All distributions are conditional on a negative SOI value.

Fig. 10. The fraction of attributable risk for the distributions in Fig. 9 for a negative SOI value compared with an SOI value of 18.
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again given the SOI value that year of 18. An example of a conditional
simulation for the Toowoomba Region is given in Fig. 11. Locations of
conditional stations are as marked.

We use the total annual maximum rainfall to occur in the region as a
proxy for the severity of the extreme rainfall event. Frequency histograms
for simulations both with and without the conditional station data are
Table 2
Similarity of rainfall observations in millimetres at Mt Kynoch and Tamba stations. A four
day aggregation period of 178.8 mm is observed at Tamba station. The rainfall total for the
same four day aggregation at Mt Kynoch was 179.6 mm.

Date Mt Kynoch Tamba

10-01-11 104.6 104.2
11-01-11 143.2 þ
12-01-11 36.4 þ
13-01-11 0 þ
14-01-11 0 178.8
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given in Fig. 12. The median total annual maximum rainfall simulated
conditional on the station data was 60646 mm. In a year with an average
SOI value of 18, this amount of rainfall would be exceeded with proba-
bility 0.134, corresponding to a 1 in 7.5 chance of occurrence.

To understand the probability of this flash flood event occurring in an
alternate phase of ENSO, we again used the fraction of attributable risk,
equation (9). We calculated our FAR values for the total annual
maximum rainfall using simulations occurring under conditions where
the SOI value is negative compared with an SOI value of 18 (Fig. 13). We
found that the probability of observing the median event from our sim-
ulations conditional on station data is approximately 82% more likely in
a strong SOI year of 18 compared with an El Ni~no year.

5. Discussion and conclusions

In this paper, we have demonstrated how we could better use max-



Fig. 11. An example of a simulation from our fitted max-stable process conditional on the observations: 180.8 mm at Withcott, 82.4 mm at Moyala, 123.4 mm at Toowoomba Airport,
149.6 mm at Middle Ridge and 143.2 mm at both Mt Kynoch and Tamba. The conditional SOI value was 18.
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stable processes for applications in extreme rainfall and disaster mitiga-
tion. A particular focus of this was demonstrating how the El Ni~no
Southern Oscillation can affect the distribution of spatial extremes. To
convey this point we fitted a max-stable process to the daily annual
maximum rainfall in a case-study region of South East Queensland (SEQ).
Using max-stable process simulation we answered questions about the
spatial distribution of extremes that would otherwise have been intrac-
table without accurately capturing the dependence. We also emphasised
that the univariate distribution of rainfall extremes was not a suitable
proxy for the spatial distribution with dependence, even for small do-
mains of 1 km radius.

Our model selection revealed that the distribution of extreme rainfall
Fig. 12. Frequency histograms of total annual maximum rainfall simulated in the Toowoom
conditions. Simulations conditional on observed station data for the 2010–2011 year are show
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in SEQ was conditional on the state of the ENSO. Using the SOI as an
indicator for ENSO strength, we found for positive SOI values, as the SOI
value increased the marginal GEV distributions were shifted right and
there was increased variability. In contrast, no significant change was
detected in the marginal parameters for negative SOI values. This con-
firms a one-sided asymmetric response of extreme rainfall to ENSO
observed by Cai et al. (2010); King et al. (2013a) and Sun et al. (2014).
The La Ni~na phase of ENSO therefore has a far greater impact on the
distribution of extreme rainfall in SEQ than the El Ni~no phase. As the
state of ENSO can often be predicted months ahead of time (Dake et al.,
2004), this raises the possibility of conditioning on the predicted state of
ENSO to improve the estimation of the probability of extreme rainfall
ba region. Simulations are conditional on an SOI value of 18 to reflect the 2010–2011
n in purple and simulations without the conditional station data are shown in orange.



Fig. 13. Fraction of attributable risk comparing negative SOI values and an SOI value of 18 for the distribution of total annual maximum rainfall in Toowoomba.
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events in the coming year.
In addition to quantifying the magnitude of the shift and scale in the

marginal distributions with ENSO, we sought to examine the influence of
ENSO on spatial extremes. We compared our simulations of the annual
maximum rainfall field conditional on El Ni~no conditions to simulations
conditional on strong La Ni~na conditions. To quantify the difference in
distributions we used the fraction of attributable risk. Our results high-
light that mitigation strategies need to account for the influence of
climate drivers such as ENSO, otherwise our design standards will be
insufficient for strong La Ni~na years. For example, we found the flash
flood in Toowoomba, Queensland of 2011, was 82% more likely under
the 2011 strong La Ni~na compared with El Ni~no conditions.

A modelling assumption made for mathematical and computational
ease was to adopt an isotropic dependence structure. In coastal areas, an
anisotropic dependence structure could improve the ability of our fitted
model to reproduce extreme rainfall events. However, given the
complexity of the domain, a dependence structure that varies in space
may be required. This problem is complex and research in adapting
methods from spatial statistics to extreme value models is ongoing
(Risser and Calder, 2015).

It should be noted that simulation uncertainty and uncertainty in
parameter estimates are not the same. To incorporate parameter uncer-
tainty one possibility could be to use an ensemble of models, where the
parameters are sampled from the asymptotic distribution of the
26
maximum composite likelihood estimator.
Ideally we would like to make better use of all available data. This

includes using all available stations for fitting. Other uses of the data
could include adopting a peaks over threshold approach to extremes
compared with block maxima. The literature on spatial approaches using
peaks over threshold is still developing, and does have the potential to be
used for this application in the future (Thibaud et al., 2013; De Fondeville
and Davison, 2016). Repeating the analysis on sub-daily scales would
also be interesting given the change in the intensity, frequency and
duration relationship.
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Appendix A

Table 3
List of 196 available stations and the number of annual maxima observations that failed quality testing per station. Bolded stations were discarded as too many observations failed quality
control given the record length.

Station Failed Obs Station Failed Obs Station Failed Obs Station Failed Obs Station Failed Obs Station Failed Obs Station Failed Obs
040000
 5
 040107
 1
 040168
 8
 040232
 0
 040395
 0
 041039
 6
 041219
 1

040004
 0
 040108
 1
 040169
 4
 040234
 1
 040396
 1
 041040
 3
 041225
 0

040007
 3
 040110
 2
 040170
 1
 040235
 1
 40397
 0
 041041
 8
 041242
 0

040014
 1
 040112
 0
 040171
 0
 040237
 5
 40403
 0
 041042
 1
 041251
 0

040015
 0
 040113
 0
 040178
 0
 040238
 5
 40421
 1
 041046
 0
 041256
 0

040016
 2
 040114
 2
 040181
 0
 040239
 0
 40424
 0
 041056
 3
 041259
 0

040017
 3
 040115
 2
 040183
 0
 040240
 2
 40447
 3
 041063
 3
 041271
 0

040019
 1
 040117
 1
 040184
 1
 040242
 3
 40486
 0
 041067
 0
 041275
 1

040024
 0
 040118
 6
 040186
 1
 040243
 3
 40517
 2
 041072
 0
 041276
 1

040042
 1
 040120
 2
 040188
 0
 040245
 6
 40524
 0
 041074
 0
 041285
 0

040044
 0
 040121
 1
 040189
 0
 040247
 1
 40525
 1
 041077
 11
 041315
 1

040054
 0
 040123
 0
 040190
 0
 040252
 9
 40534
 1
 041082
 4
 041327
 1

040056
 0
 040124
 2
 040192
 0
 040256
 1
 40542
 0
 041083
 0
 041371
 0
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Table 3 (continued )
Station
 Failed Obs
 Station
 Failed Obs
 Station
 Failed Obs
 Station
2

Failed Obs
7

Station
 Failed Obs
 Station
 Failed Obs
 Station
 Failed Obs
040062
 1
 040125
 0
 040196
 3
 040257
 2
 40550
 0
 041085
 1
 041416
 0

040063
 0
 040133
 0
 040198
 2
 040259
 0
 40583
 1
 041098
 4
 041473
 0

040075
 0
 040134
 2
 040199
 0
 040263
 2
 40614
 0
 041103
 0
 056022
 0

040076
 0
 040135
 1
 040205
 2
 040280
 1
 40635
 1
 041107
 0
 056023
 0

040079
 4
 040137
 8
 040211
 1
 040282
 2
 40695
 0
 041115
 0
 057020
 2

040082
 0
 040141
 0
 040212
 2
 040307
 0
 41000
 0
 041118
 1
 057024
 0

040083
 0
 040145
 1
 040213
 5
 040308
 0
 41001
 1
 041120
 11
 057026
 1

040086
 1
 040147
 0
 040218
 1
 040310
 4
 41002
 0
 041134
 0
 058005
 0

040087
 2
 040150
 2
 040222
 1
 040312
 0
 41011
 1
 041166
 0
 058011
 0

040091
 1
 040153
 9
 040223
 0
 040317
 0
 41014
 0
 041182
 0
 058013
 0

040094
 0
 040157
 11
 040224
 2
 040319
 0
 41018
 0
 041192
 0
 058017
 0

040097
 1
 040158
 1
 040227
 0
 040336
 0
 41024
 2
 041202
 1
 058020
 2

040102
 0
 040159
 0
 040229
 5
 040374
 0
 41028
 1
 041208
 0
 058042
 6

040104
 1
 040160
 6
 040230
 0
 040382
 3
 41032
 0
 041209
 0
 058067
 0

040106
 9
 040162
 0
 040231
 0
 040388
 0
 41037
 0
 041212
 2
 058186
 8
Appendix B. The Extremal-t Process

The spectral representation of the extremal-t process is given by equation (3) where
ν
YiðxÞ ¼ gðνÞmaxf0;WiðxÞg ; ν � 1; (10)

gðνÞ ¼ ffiffiffi
π

p
2�ðν�2Þ=2Γ

�
ðν�1Þ

2

��1

, Γ is the gamma function and fWiðxÞ : x 2 X g are independent copies of a stationary standard Gaussian process with

correlation function ρ. For this application, X , is just the domain of SEQ and therefore a subset of ℝ2.
The dependence structure of the extremal-t process is determined by the parameter, ν, and the correlation function, ρ. The correlation function, ρ,

was chosen to be a Whittle-Mat�ern and is of the form
1�s � �r � �

ρðhÞ ¼ 2

ΓðsÞ
h
s

Kr
h
s

; r>0; s>0; (11)

where r is the range, s is a smoothness parameter and Kr is the modified Bessel function of order r (e.g. Davison and Gholamrezaee, 2011). The parameter
r indicates the distance limit of correlation for our process. Equation (11) applies for all h � 0, with ρð0Þ ¼ 1. It is possible to model the correlation
function with ρð0Þ ¼ 1� n, where n represents a nugget effect arising from small-scale variability, such as natural variation or measurement error.
Through model selection we fixed n ¼ 0.

The extremal coefficient, θðhÞ (eg. Coles, 2001), can be used to understand how ν affects the dependence structure. For all x1 2 X and x2 2 X
separated by the distance h, the extremal coefficient is defined as
� �

ℙðZðx1Þ � z; Zðx2Þ � zÞ ¼ exp

�θðhÞ
z

: (12)

The function, θðhÞ takes values in the interval ½1;2�, with the ends of the interval corresponding respectively to dependence and independence. For the
Schlather model, independence cannot be achieved and the maximum value θðhÞ can attain is approximately 1.7 in the limit as h grows large. For the
Brown Resnickmodel, as h approaches∞, θðhÞ approaches the independence case at 2. The introduction of the parameter ν allows the extremal-t process
to model a wider range of dependence behaviour. In the extremal-t process as the distance h approaches∞, θðhÞ approaches 2tνþ1ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
νþ 1

p Þ, where tνþ1 is
the distribution function for the univariate t-distribution with νþ 1 degrees of freedom. Independence can therefore be achieved in the limit as ν
grows large.
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